Illinois, Cook County, NU Torture, Enslave, Chemical Weapons, Response to State Police Concerns that concern with torture, enslavement, chemical weapons use is harassment
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Illinois, Northwestern, Cook County, IIT Torture, Enslave, Genocide, Use chemical weapons against people who are different or have disability- Response to Illinois State Police that concerns with NU, Illinois, Cook County torture is harassment, Asylum Sought to Avoid Illinois Torture. Illinois steals disabled resources to fund Boeing involved in weapons sales, Relevant Law Repealed. All communication would end with enforcement of harassing communications acts as someone may not want communication.

CRIMINAL OFFENSES(720 ILCS 135/) Harassing and Obscene Communications Act. (Repealed by P.A. 97-1108) Some of the firsts I have achieved

Some libraries have a book called Famous First Facts edited by Steven Anzovin and Janet Podell. Among the firsts I have achieved are first co-president of US meeting Amendment 12 "Greatest Number of votes for President is President" greatest number is 2 in marriage law and I got 2 for president, first co-pope with invention of Holy Spirit Copapacy with confirmation in 1978, first person to petition every Nobel Prize area to be added related to discoveries during year, first male to admit vision of ghost static on TV after Pope John Paul II shooting, first person to win Harvard, Redlands, ISU, National (team), Hoover, California Swing, Districts, GBS, New Trier, 2nd JV State, 2nd Vermont Debate Tournaments many with partner Jon, first person to file 3 patent applications in 18 minutes, first Luxembourg, German, Belgian, French, Russian, Lithuanian, US person to arguably win Nobel Peace Prize by applying for work at OPCW, first person to invent 19 new chemical elements following proton, pure neutron, subatomic model elements, first person to conceptualize new cosmology theories Element Breakdown Buildup, Collision Theory, Combination Theory of Cosmology, First person to invent Learning from Many Religions, Little Spirit Religion, Opposed to God Flooding World Religion, First Person to Combine 12 books in 1 book, first person to invent New Universes More Distant than Antimatter and Between matter and Antimatter Universes, first person to conceptualize Kuiper Belt, Oort Cloud, Gas Giant First theories of Solar system, Changing Universe Shape Theory, Force that Increases with Distance, Collected particle Force, Geographic, Astronomical Periodic Table, Struckophone, Backophone, Strakalaitisophone based on use of 11224731 made into percussion, electronic, wind instruments, zoosotrope same atomic number different element, using Earth rotation to produce energy, Astropaleodentistry study of oral health of extinct creatures, improvised symphonies and chorus works where symphonies improvise, Astropaleomusicology music among extinct creatures and Struck Force Table force discovered strength plotted against time discovered. First also to conceptualize Emancipation Proclamation for disabled freeing 1.5- 5 million disabled from rights deprivation.

First to invent new Hospital/Medical inventions Leave Me Alone Conversation Medicine Hospital, Lymphatic System Failure to Remove Cancer Cell Hospital, Struck Disease Hospital where there is nothing wrong with persons, Astropaleomusicology Hospital where person listens to music of dinosaurs, Solar System Earth Hospital where primary
treatment is seeing Solar System Earth as animal with cells, Astronomy, Geology, Chemical, Cultural Evolution Hospital where reproduction is deemphasized. First Person to reinvent A French American Museum of Chicago discussing issues in French, Luxembourg, Belgian, Swiss, American immigration to U.S.

First person to invent oscillating, disappearing, temporary, chemical numbers like 1-1, math period separating expressions, conditions language limiting equations to where work, number group 2008 first to number of digits before last equals last, math without numbers where spatial relationships are discussed without numbers. First to disprove Goldbach, Poincare, Riemman, Beal Conjectures using case studies such as we do not need to bend people into spheres disproving Poincare.

Anyway my views that since I got 2 votes for president and copresidency was talked about at the Constitutional Convention in 1787 and Amendment 12 says "Person with the greatest number of votes for president is the president" and 2 is greatest number in marriage law or that I won Nobel Prize in Peace because I applied for work in August with OPCW are different views.

Probable chemical weapons use as NU chemicals caused cough, vomiting, depression."The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) is an arms control treaty which outlaws the production, stockpiling, and use of chemical weapons and their precursors." NU, Cook County and Illinois use treatment without consent on people who are different or disabled.

Unique experiences should be respected rather than result in torture such as Illinois depriving people of liberties and freedoms

Around the time of the Shooting of John Paul II, I was reading Isaac Asimov's In the Beginning and saw on a TV an image like a ghost which was probably just Television static related to an old television. Still the experience of seeing a ghost like image after John Paul II's shooting can be seen as a reportable religious experience even though probably just TV Static. You could make collectible figurines of a person lying on a bed, reading In the Beginning and seeing on TV some sort of ghost image. Compensation for this image would be great as I have many bills. Experiences that are different can used to raise funds shown by case studies like Lourdes, Fatima, and Guadeloupe. Malcolm X had a vision of a person too. I have not had any similar experience since 1981.

Some missions I am behind- Keeping the Shuttle operational would make possible launch of a space vehicle if any problem happens with the Soviet launch facility. Griffith Observatory should be aware that their museum display is an operational space mission. New missions from looking at Red Dwarfs, Kuiper Belt, Oort Cloud, Brown Dwarfs, white dwarfs, new objects, Supergiants, Blue Stars, Purple Stars, Dust Clounds, Dust globules, Bart Globules, grains, galaxy collisions, star collisions can be planned or thought about by space agencies. Noah's ark mission with some remains of Earth, reuse of old mission program, launch from space, barrier between shuttle and rocket boosters, vehicle on top of rockets, colliding objects with moon asteroid program,
balloon launch program, telescope from moon or station program, National Disaster Airport Program, shield around vehicle to isolate dust, generative grown space particle, generative growth Earth particle, collaboration with Soviets program, space junk scoop program to collect junk, space station difficult to burn up on reentry, astronauts to have rights and resources under slavery like guardianships.

In 1990, thousands of hajj pilgrims died. In 1941, work on the nuclear fission device began in Manhattan around Columbia University, Woolworths and South Manhattan. On September 11, 1957, the Mountain Meadows massacre happened involving Mormon fears and the deaths of some Mormons like Pratt. Crowd control was involved-too many pilgrims in Mecca and New York as the world's largest city. Have a First Amendment Right to raise concerns with national security issues.

Since harassment law prohibits unnecessary communication, all communication should arguably end as someone may not want some communication. The internet, phones, talking, speech would end if we actually complied with harassment laws in many states.

*Illinois, Northwestern University and Cook County torture, enslave and engage in genocide against disabled people.* Officer J. Jones badge 9346 assists with the torture of disabled people by arresting people who express concern with torture. Officer Gunderson, Ron Godby and Reuss of Northwestern University tortured me by stealing resources when I used the library. Please grant asylum away from Illinois murdering and torturing disabled people with chemical weapons that in my case caused vomiting, depression, and cough. I was exposed to uranium at one of the Universities related to an early sustained nuclear reaction and developed a slight increase in bathroom trips and thinking which NU, Cook County, Northeastern Illinois University tortured me for. I said Hi to a student and Illinois Institute of Technology tortured me with comments like “If you talk you will be fired” and IIT security Danny Smith telling me he “get me bloodied.” Neil Gunderson of NU similarly lied and said he did not check ID’s when actually I showed him I had a valid ID to use the library which he lied about.

*Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroad Company,* 118 U.S. 394 (1886) railroads protected by 14th amendment similarly persons should have right to use phones and avoid regulation like taxes

Illinois, Northwestern University Stone Institute of Psychiatry and Cook County engage in torture against people with disabilities taking away the rights and resources of people with disability and giving shots without consent to different people. Northwestern University, IIT and Roosevelt University also contributed to my brother’s death by serving much alcohol and telling me to do nothing when he was falling over.

Any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person, information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.—*Convention Against Torture,* Article 1.1

Maureen E. Connors, Judge John Flemming, Carolyn Quinn, Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko gave shots without consent which caused my mom to not be able to walk, talk or move. Sheriff McGowan, Kenneally, Jevko, Blanco assisted Maureen E. Connors torturing people and murdering my Aunt Mary Ann exposed to Sim Dach’s second hand smoke by twisting my arm, threatening me and pushing me from the Daley Center. Northbrook coerced harmful medications on my mom, driving a truck into me, blowing smoke in my face, Sim Dachs saying “you are going to be dead to me.” Illinois treats people with disabilities under guardianships as legally dead, similar to genocide. See Illinois case law Bradshaw v. Lucas. Bradshaw v. Lucas 214 IL Ap 218 1919. All Bradshaw did was use alcohol and interact with loose women; those issues should not result in treatment of a person as dead...any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethical, racial or religious group, as such:

(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
— Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, Article 2

Illinois As Holocaust Reason Even Today

At the Nuremberg Trials, the doctors gave imitation of the Joliet Malaria Study as their imitation reason. Still today Judges Maureen E. Connors, Patrick Quinn, Carolyn Quinn/Illinois Supreme Court, Guardians Cynthia Farenga, Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Robert Harris engage in torture, civil rights conspiracy and genocide against disabled people by denying rights to decide, resources, phone, visits, consent, fresh air away from smoking, museums, caregiver reimbursement, fresh air, gardens, parks, zoos, reunions to disabled and different people. Maureen E. Connors murdered disabled people by stealing their resources, financially exploiting them and torturing them with medication/smoke exposure they do not need. Please charge Maureen E. Connors, Patrick Quinn, Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Cynthia Farenga, Sadeta Kalamperovic and Robert Harris with attempted murder and torture as they give people medication and treatment they do not need. 85 people have died as Sim Dachs steals cell phones, books and contributed to my Aunt Mary Ann Seidl's death. My Aunt Mary Catherine Back died earlier as Maureen Connors was torturing my mom denying coming home. Illinois uses Stolen money to subsidize Boeing involved in weapons sales. Please sue Linda Mashek, NU, Rikkyah Khan, C. Ramirez, Northbrook for torturing people with disabilities.

NU Northwestern involvement in genocide. NU Evans contributed 500 native American deaths, NU trustee Olson Sterilized people, and NU caused brother’s death by telling me to do nothing when brother falling over.

Torture of Crime Victims, Nobel Prize Winner Association by Illinois State Police and Freedom of Press Violated; Letter To OPCW

August 28 Included: I was beaten on 12/8/2012 with 15-20 broken bones. I filed a crime victim compensation request with the Illinois Attorney General (AG) office; crime victim compensation was denied as the Illinois AG said I did not cooperate when actually I asked the police to tell the attacker if found not to attack or beat other people. I theoretically won the Nobel Peace Prize as I applied for work with the OPCW and was in the Chicago area near O’hare and Midway on 12/9/2013 and 12/10/2013 in case I was asked to fly to Oslo, Norway or Stockholm, Sweden and pick up the award. consider for any position-James T.

I Struck 14 books, inventions, 30 yrs libraries (9) To Recruitment@opcw.org Aug 28 Cook County

Judges Maureen E. Connors, Patrick Quinn, Guardians Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Cynthia Farenga, Sadeta Kalamperovic, Charles Golbert, Robert Harris, NU, RU, Weiss Hospital, Northbrook Police coerce and force harmful Haldol, ECT shock therapy and
other chemicals on people associated with deaths of people. Chemical weapons are used on a widespread scale against people who are different, the National Socialists in fact gave U.S. use of shots without consent as their reason for the Holocaust. U.S. banks too are invested in by Dutch and other interests. Overdraft money sadly can be associated with funding of chemical weapons distribution by chemical weapon suppliers. Chase took money in Europe then Chase was associated through some Rockefellers with chemical interests giving harmful treatment at Auschwitz. The list of chemical weapons suppliers to Iraq involved many nations; the actual suppliers of chemicals used in Syria probably includes many nations too not Syria. Let's try to give rights to people with disabilities to NOT get chemicals without consent before more harmful U.S. weapon use in other countries. Philip Shenon's 12/21/2002 "THREATS AND RESPONSES: SUPPLIERS; Declaration Lists Companies That Sold Chemicals to Iraq" New York Times lists 31 foreign suppliers, 2 U.S. Suppliers of chemicals to Iraq. Syria's problem is too many chemicals everywhere NOT their eye doctor leader. James T. STruck BA, BS, AA, MLISP OBox 61

I called the AG's office if I could ask for reconsideration on the crime victim request and the AG staff, they often do not give names, told me to come into ask for reconsideration. Illinois State Police Officer J. Jones badge 9346 arrested me as I was talking to WBEZ National Public Radio on my cell phone about how I arguably won the Nobel Peace Prize for applying for work at the OPCW walking into the State of Illinois building. Freedom of press and crime compensation victim law arguably violated, please drop telephone harassment charges as the statute 720 ILCS 135/1-2 was also repealed. Judges Maureen Connors, Patrick Quinn, Nathan Goldensen, Dan Belko, Carolyn Quinn, John Flemming had been torturing my mom with civil rights conspiracy, shots without consent that made my mom not able to talk or move or walk while they were supporting Boeing weapons sales by refusing to reimburse dental, food, optical, transportation, medical, taxi bills for my mother that were accrued in the community for my mom's care. The Soviet Union had a consulate general in the Chicago area in 1990, but pulled their consulate since then. Questions can be asked why Russia does not have a consulate in Chicago anymore like if the Ukrainian population or
Lithuanian population was the actual reason for the consul general historically plus Chicago’s position as fifth largest city at the 1900 year. Discrimination against being Lithuanian and Luxembourg, French, German, Russian, Belgian ancestry is a factor in this discrimination. Nobel Prize Winner discrimination is real as Yassir Arafat died soon after winning a Prix Nobel. James T.
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